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 206  /     82   /    64LS-032-3LS-032-2  146   /     82   /    64 LS-032-1  99   /     82   /    64

LS-032

The product’s simple and smooth linear design ultimately renders the style of simplicity. Free of complexities and 
superfluities, the lines in the whole design are simple but feel dignified and magnificent, hence suitable for a business 
environment. The ratio of the armrests and cushions allows your arms to have good support and you will not feel 
tired even if your arms are placed there for a long time. It makes the space look open, thus making your meeting 
more open and candid.
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 186  /     79   /    73LS-035-3LS-035-2  145   /     79   /    73 LS-035-1  92   /    79   /    73

LS-035

Thinking out of the box and incorporating the currently popular post-modernist design philosophy, the designer has 
innovatively designed this product; the design, disrupting people’s impression of a sofa, creates a unique, artistic 
effect. Its ergonomically designed curves are simple and smooth and well fit with the waist and hips; it thus gives 
the vertebra the best support and relaxes the whole body, bringing you a unique user experience.
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LS-038  190   /     88   /    120

LS-038
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LS-030
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 194   /     75   /    78LS-030-3LS-030-2  142   /     75   /    78LS-030-1  83   /     75   /    78

This is a product ultimately rendering the Scandinavian style. Incorporating the modern design philosophy as well as 
current international fashion elements, its lively appearance is touching and delightful. In addition to simplicity and 
fashion, its Scandinavian style emphasizes practicality. Its pedestals made of die-castings effectively guarantees its 
practicality. Manufactured on a metal mold through multiple sophisticated processes, the product features unique 
craftsmanship and durability. 

LS-030
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LS-019-2  130   /    64   /    81LS-019-1  65   /     64   /    81

LS-019
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Its design impresses one as refreshing. Instead of linear or square 
design common with a sofa, unique and irregular lines are boldly 
used in its design, making it lively and natural and allowing for a 
lot of room for imagination. Besides, it can be randomly mixed to 
fit with various scenarios; its combination with other items is also 
suitable in a public space. The solid stainless steel pedestals fully 
represent the commitment to detail and craftsmanship. 

LS-007  225   /     109   /    70

LS-007
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Its linear design features simplicity and smoothness. This direct and simplest linear design presents a sense of conscientiousness, 
commitment, and generosity and makes it a classical all match it does not feel out of place wherever it is put. With the product’s strong 
commercial feel, the owner can feel professional regardless of his status.

 200   /    71   /    69LS-005-3LS-005-2  137   /     71   /    68 LS-005-1  86   /    71   /    68

LS-005
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 193  /    63   /    75LS-021-3LS-021-2  138   /     63   /    75 LS-021-1  79   /    63   /    75

LS-021

Its straight and simple linear design creates an elegant and noble visual effect as well as a rigorous 
and professional business atmosphere. Under its seemingly careless design is in fact the designer’s 
ingenious craftsmanship incorporated into the whole piece. Die-casting joints are made through 
meticulous calculations and multiple sophisticated processes, interconnecting the base and four 
pedestals; thus, it is unmatched in terms of solidity and strength by other similar products jointed by 
ordinary method.
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 125  /    60   /    46LS-025-SLS-025-R  110   /     68  /    71LS-025-L  110   /    68  /    71

LS-025-S

LS-025

Unlike similar products that are clumsy and dull, this product has a design that disrupts the common 
design philosophy. Thinking out of the box, its designer innovatively and boldly incorporates current 
fashion elements into it. Handy, compact and easy for combinations, it is space- saving, allowing you 
to make combinations according to your preferences and create no end of surprises and possibilities. 
Its pedestals, more ingeniously crafted, are made of die-castings, which are manufactured through 
sophisticated processes and thus unmatched in terms of solidity and durability by ordinary welding.
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LS-039

The design of its lines is simple and smooth and free of any superfluities. Handy and suitable for spaces of any decorative style, it perfectly 

renders the post-modernist avant-garde design philosophy. Its pedestals of die-castings represent a kind of craftsmanship and 

commitment to detail rare in modern society. Its durability is unmatched by that with ordinary welding. Its included angle, after meticulously 

calculated and repetitively trialed, achieves the most suitable position for a person to sit in for a long time without feeling tired.

 191   /     71   /    79LS-039-3LS-039-2  140   /     71   /    79LS-039-1  82   /     71   /    79
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 197  /    77   /    80LS-033-3LS-033-2  140   /     77  /    80LS-033-1  86   /    77  /    80
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 204  /    82   /    81LS-001-3LS-001-2  153   /     82  /    81LS-001-1  92   /    82  /    81

Simple and generous, the sofa features armrests that curve outward. Free of the serious feel from sitting upright, it makes 
you feel relaxed and comfy. The stainless steel line surrounding its outer part provides solid support for its barycenter, 
significantly increasing its bearing capacity. Instead of welding common with sofas, die-castings are used for connection. 
In its molding, every curve is meticulously calculated and processed with great craftsmanship.

LS-001
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The product’s simple and smooth linear design makes it appear majestic and 
dignified, perfectly rendering the Scandinavian style of simplicity. The 
moveable pillows for back reclining are full and soft, giving the body a 
uniquely enjoyable experience. The proportion of the armrests is the 
highlight of this product for its exquisite craftsmanship representing the 
avant-garde philosophy. Instead of an ordinary size of armrests, the 
product’s slim and sleek armrest features an original and bold design, 
making it look handy and fashionable.

LS-014

 208  /     82   /    64LS-014-3LS-014-2  145   /     82   /    64LS-014-1  82   /    82   /    64
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 210  /     81   /    70LS-002-3LS-002-2  163   /     81   /    70LS-002-1  106   /    81   /    70
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 188  /     70   /    65LS-003-3LS-003-2  134  /     70   /    65LS-003-1  78   /    70   /    65

LS-003

This piece perfectly renders the Scandinavian style that has been leading-edge in international fashion in pursuit of 
simplicity, handiness, and practicality. “Simplicity does not mean simple.” Its seemingly simple design is in fact 
deliberate and fashionable. Compact and handy, it can be placed in any space without occupying too much space. Its 
practicality is represented in the solid stainless steel pedestals. The exact demand for material and meticulous 
processes ensure that its solidity and wear- resistance are the best among the same category of products.
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 200  /    76  /    70LS-042-3LS-042-2  140  /    76   /    70LS-042-1  85   /   76   /    70
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 69  /    69   /    65LS-028-C  69  /     69  /    42LS-028-SLS-028-R  69  /    69   /    65LS-028-L  69   /    69   /    65
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 180  /    82   /    96LS-022-3LS-022-2  142  /     82  /    96LS-022-1  91  /    82   /    96
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LS-023  180   /     82   /    120

Its back incorporates the same design concept as that of the Water Cube, becoming a unique design after 
overall processing. The ratio of the armrests and seat cushion is much superior to that of similar products, 
giving rise to a more private space for your body that can be better wrapped and relaxed all over. Its 
commitment to raw materials and detail is better represented in the jointing of its four pedestals at the base. 
As every curve is meticulously calculated and every detail carefully handled, its solidity and strength are the 
best in the industry. It is especially suitable for the library, hotel lobby, or any public space that requires a 
small, independent space.

LS-023
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 206  /    75   /    64LS-018-3LS-018-2  146  /     75  /    64LS-018-1  86  /    75   /    64

LS-018

Its straight, smooth, and simple lines create a fashionable visual effect, making an ultimate representation of the 
modern simple style. Its appearance is completely different from that of other similar products for being novel and 
generous. The unique proportions of its pedestals and cushions are rare in the similar products and help to foster a 
formal business atmosphere. Its pedestals are meticulously made through careful calculations and sophisticated processes, 
solidly supporting its barycenter, while solidity and wear- resistance are unmatched by other similar materials.
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 150  /    25   /    75LS-041-FLS-041-B  180  /     25  /    110LS-041-S  180  /    50   /    45

Inspired by the German design style, this product features simple 
and smooth lines; incorporating bold geometric design philosophy and 
a mix of colors, it creates a strong sense of modern fashion, while 
its best features include customization of its size and free 
combinations. You can, according to your preferences, make 
combinations of different scene effects, offering infinite room for 
imagination. It allows you to enjoy customization and free, personal 
design. Its straight lines make combination something very simple.

LS-041
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LL-039         67    /    81    /    93
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LL-037         66    /    80    /    100 LL-041        66    /    69    /    86
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LL-040          68   /    89    /    108
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LL-038         66    /    84    /    88
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LL-036         63    /    77    /    83 LL-042         85    /    83    /    81
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LC-023    75    /    75    /    48
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LC-012-1        120    /    60    /    45 LS-012-2       60     /    60    /    52
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THINKNESS: 1.0~1.1

MATERIAL:MATERIAL:  Bovine of Brazil originBovine of Brazil origin          

MATERIAL: Corrected grain with emboss. 

ORIGIN: Brazil

GL-13
khaki

GL-11 GL-05

GL-16 GL-06 GL-02
olive brown ink black

556-26
khaki

556-28
breen

556-21
orange

556-20
red

556-22
brown

556-12
dark brown

MATERIAL: PU

ORIGIN: China 

LEATHER TYPE:

touch-feeling, good elasticity. Good pe

formance on tearing strength, seam 

slippage and flexibil ity. Not easy to pee,

lslit, spot during being  processed and

used. Easy to clean up. High anti-abrasion

and scratch proof after special treat

ment on the surface.

 Soft hand-feeling, fine

r-

-

THINKNESS: 1.0~1.2

PUEMBOSSED LEATHER

THINKNESS: 1.0~1.2

MATERIAL:MATERIAL:  Bovine of Brazil origin Bovine of Brazil origin (optional)                 

DESCRIPTION: Lightly emboss , finishing
 with resin and pigments.

ORIGIN: Brazil

FLOATER LEATHER

GF-03GF-01 GF-02

GF-04 GF-05 GF-06
blue brown black

wheat orange

G4025
khaki

G4020
egg yolk

G4026
deep yellow

G4010
light brown

G128-4
dark brown

G500
black

MATERIAL:  84% PVC-compound,16% 
PES-knitted fabric  

ORIGIN: China 

LEATHER TYPE: High quality soft nappa
finish and a classic leather grain ,due to
its natural look and touch one can hardly 
differentiate between this material and 
genuine leather

THINKNESS: 1.0~1.2

PVC

G4024
white

G660
creamy white

G661
breen

G4022
grey

G668
red

G4023
brown

**
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MATERIAL: 70% Wool  30%Polyester

CHARACTER IST ICS :

g lossy co lo rs , h igh pur i ty and co lo r

fastness to l ight . H igh woo len con-

tents , and not easy to p i l l i ng re-

s i l i ent ly and soft structured sur -

face .

 Opt iona l and 

OR IG I N : Ch i na 

MATER IAL : 70% Woo l  30%Po lyester

CHARACTERISTICS:

colors, high purity and color fastness

to light. High woolen contents, and not

easy to pilling resiliently and s oft.str-

uctured surface.

 Optional and glossy

WOOL 1

ORIGIN: China 

WOOL 2

MATERIAL: 100% Polyester

FLAMMABILITY:

ardant performance is dependent upon 
the foam used.

 BS 5852 0&1  Flame ret-

COLOUR FACTNESS TO LIGHT:

,max.8  EN ISO 105-B02
 Scale 1-8

COLOUR FACTNESS TO RUB:

max.5  EN ISO 105X12(Wet/dry)
 Scale 1-5,

FABRIC T1

T1-01
orange

T1-02
light green

T1-03
green

T1-04
red

T1-05
blue grey

T2-01
light green

T2-02
 green

T2-03
orange

T2-04
blue

T2-05
brown

OR IG I N : Ch i na 

MATERIAL: 100% Polyester

FLAMMABILITY:

ardant performance is dependent upon 
the foam used.

 BS 5852 0&1  Flame ret-

COLOUR FACTNESS TO LIGHT:

,max.8  EN ISO 105-B02
 Scale 1-8

COLOUR FACTNESS TO RUB:

max.5  EN ISO 105X12(Wet/dry)
 Scale 1-5,

FABRIC T2

OR IG I N : Ch i na 

N51602-21 N51602-93 N51602-17

N51602-10 N51602-12N51602-75
blue

*

*
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MATERIAL: 100% Terylene

THICKNESS: 0.9~1.2

CHARACTERISTICS:

fine touch-feeling, good elasticity. 

Good perform ance on tearing strength,

seam slippage and flexibil ity. Good per-

formance on color resistance and l ight

resistance and high durable. treatment

on the surface.

 Soft hand-feeling,

FABRIC 3

ORIGIN: China 

Remark: 
those leather/fabric in     Mark,  Please contact your salesman for detailed information.

The quotation in the prices list are all based on standard leather/fabric, Price may vary if choosing 
备注: 报价表价格均基于标准用皮 如选用带   号皮/布,  价格将有不同, 详情请咨询业务. , *

*
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